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ABSTRACT
Eye tracking is a prominent area of HCI research, bolstered further
by the inclusion of eye-tracked input in recent consumer mixed-
reality products. The strong link between oculomotor behaviour
and user psychology enables accessibility research opportunities
which take advantage of eye-tracked interfaces for outcomes other
than explicit input. We present potential augmented reality (AR)
accessibility research directions which take advantage of this psy-
chological link between eye movement and underlying psychology,
and discuss our early work in the area.

1 EYE TRACKING AND PSYCHOLOGY
Eye-tracked mixed-reality headsets like the Apple Vision Pro and
the Meta Quest Pro have pushed eye tracking into the mainstream.
As of writing, consumer mixed reality (XR) products typically use
eye tracking for two main purposes. First, the Vision Pro combines
eye gaze and finger pinch [11, 12] as its primary mode of input.
Second, social XR apps like VRChat can use eye gaze data for ac-
curate gaze representation and eye contact in avatars [1]. These
mechanisms typically take in positional pupil data as input, and
produce either a raycast or an avatar motion as an output. However,
the storied link between gaze and underlying human psychology
can enable research directions above and beyond explicit positional
input.

Traditionally, HCI has focused on eye-tracking within the realm
of explicit input – positional data to be used for interaction or
movement tracking. During a systematic review, Vasseur et al. [13]
found that most eye tracking studies were traditionally run with
desktop setups and recommended expanding eye-tracking HCI into
new metrics, analyses, and devices.

The field of psychophysiology has pioneered the use of observ-
able physical data to reveal human cognitive processes. Oculomotor
movements and characteristics, alongside other metrics like heart-
beat, brain waves, and hormonal changes, have been used to make
conclusions about user behaviour and cognitive state. Observable
cognitive behaviour can include both purposeful (conscious) and
impulsive (unconscious) states [3]. Moreover, measurable cogni-
tion can also include generally personal phenomena like learning,
reflecting, emotion, and memory. Gaze data can predict cognitive
states like fatigue, attention, distraction, and mind wandering [9].
In addition to pupil dilations and blink rate predicting user confu-
sion with 61% accuracy [5], pupil size has also been linked with
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Figure 1: A user wearing a Quest Pro, using an AR application.
The application makes use of eye tracking to infer the user’s
cognitive state, dynamically tailoring it to enhance cognitive
accessibility.

emotions like sadness, fear, anger, or stress, as well as increased
cognitive load [2].

Several of these papers serve the role of establishing eye-tracking
as a less-intrusive (albeit lower-fidelity) form of brain-computer
interface (BCI). Traditionally, BCIs are implanted inside the brain
or placed on the scalp. However, Lech et al. [7] use eye tracking to
make inferences about brain activity without the need to directly
track signals from the brain. CyberEye, their implementation, used
pupil dilation and gaze position to track attention or interaction in
disorders of consciousness, and even predict memory performance
in people with neurological diseases or injuries.

Fundamentally, the link between eye behavior and user psychol-
ogy allows eye-tracking to function similarly to a BCI for some use
cases. Unlike a BCI, eye-tracking hardware is more easily mass-
distributed (thanks to recent XR headsets), less invasive than brain
implants, and simpler to set up than in-lab instrumented headpieces.

Research Opportunities
Previous work demonstrating the link between cognition and gaze
dynamics reveals several opportunities for AR interfaces that adapt
to the user’s individual cognitive state, providing accommodations
that fit each user’s needs. Future research can use eye tracking to
increase the cognitive accessibility of augmented spaces, examples
of which we provide below.
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Eye tracking data, and its link to user engagement, could be used
to improve cognitive accessibility within AR content. For example,
using eye tracking within immersive educational content could
reveal individual difficulties associated with learning and recall.
If distraction is an issue, eye tracking analytics could then reveal
possible distracting or challenging elements within the scene.

Similarly, eye tracking can reveal cognitive phenomena in peo-
ple that might have a hard time self-reporting them. For example,
children or people with verbal disorders may have a hard time self-
reporting lack of attention, cognitive load, or other traditionally
qualitative measures. However, using gaze data as a way to capture
those measures might allow those same insights to be captured
without the need for difficult questionnaires.

Immersive content, like that in virtual reality or spatial aug-
mented reality, could cause stress, anxiety, or even fear in unpre-
pared users. Considering that gaze data can identify emotional reac-
tions like sadness, fear, or anger [2], understanding gaze behaviour
could give valuable insights with regard to how an immersive ex-
perience could be stressful or challenging.

2 CURRENT RESEARCH
Eye tracking, as well as the implicit streams of input it enables, can
be utilized to create more accessible and inclusive spaces. Accessi-
bility is a wide spectrum, and using this implicit stream of input
for AR can make direct forward impact in addressing permanent,
temporary, and even situational impairments in people within real-
world spaces. Our group has several examples of research dedicated
to understanding gaze dynamics and using XR technologies to make
spaces more inclusive.

Gaze for Identifying Intermittent Exotropia
Intermittent exotropia (IXT) is a type of strabismus (an eye disorder
in which eyes do not line up in the same direction), which manifests
with one eye moving outwards in irregular intervals [10]. Specific
conditions such as low states of attention [10], sunlight [6, 14], and
panoramic viewing [14] are known to induce eye deviations on
people who have IXT. Our lab is working on a solution that can
elicit this eye deviation in toddlers and children without external op-
tometry tools or adult intervention, and measure the eye deviation
angle using the eye tracking found in current smartphones.

More Accessible XR and Social Media
Collecting and evaluating gaze data for XR accessibility is part
of a larger XR accessibility research agenda within our group. In
addition to understanding other forms of context within XR motor
accessibility [15, 16], ongoing work in our group explores the use of
gaze tracking to evaluate engagement within social media videos.

Gaze for Accessible VR Locomotion
Our lab is developing and testing methods for traversing a VR scene
using only eye gaze plus one additional button. Previous work
demonstrates various methods including head gaze [8] or EEG [4],
but do not directly compare eye- and head-gaze. We are planning
to conduct this as an accessibility study involving participants with
limited mobility.
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